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Figure 1: Spidey Sense is a smartwatch wristband that produces squeezing sensations to alert people to “urgent” cybersecurity
warnings. (a) The latest version of the Spidey Sense wristband, compatible with an Apple Watch. This version was developed
after our evaluation. (b1) Top view of an AppleWatch with Spidey Sense; and (b2) Bottom view of an AppleWatch with Spidey
Sense.

ABSTRACT
Improving end-users’ awareness of cybersecurity warnings (e.g.,
phishing and malware alerts) remains a longstanding problem in
usable security. Prior work suggests two key weaknesses with ex-
isting warnings: they are primarily communicated via saturated
communication channels (e.g., visual, auditory, and vibrotactile);
and, they are communicated rationally, not viscerally. We hypothe-
sized that wrist-based affective haptics should address both of these
weaknesses in a form-factor that is practically deployable: i.e., as a
replaceable wristband compatible with modern smartwatches like
the AppleWatch. To that end, we designed and implemented Spidey
Sense, a wristband that produces customizable squeezing sensa-
tions to alert users to urgent cybersecurity warnings. To evaluate
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Spidey Sense, we applied a three-phased ‘Gen-Rank-Verify’ study
methodology with 48 participants. We found evidence that, relative
to vibrotactile alerts, Spidey Sense was considered more appropriate
for the task of alerting people to cybersecurity warnings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cybersecurity warnings remain an essential component of human-
in-the-loop secure systems, yet they often fail to capture people’s
attention and motivate action [8]. Prior work suggests there are
two underlying problems that help explain why.

First, existing security warnings are communicated through the
same overloaded channel as all other interruptions, warnings and
notifications: via primarily visual modals, occasionally accompa-
nied by a short audio and/or vibrotactile cue. Thus, with each
non-essential notification users receive — and there are many [43]
— they are trained to ignore the behavioral cues that are meant to
bring their attention to security warnings [14, 49, 51]. Second, un-
like threats in the physical world, cyber threats are communicated
rationally but not viscerally [14, 39]. For example, an SSL/TLS cer-
tificate encrypts a user’s sensitive data (e.g., passwords, credit card
numbers) and help them securely to be sent to a host server. Once
the certificate is expired, such data cannot be securely sent [52].
People might be able to see that they are navigating to a website
with an expired SSL/TLS certificate the way they might see a red
light on a pedestrian crossing. However, they may not feel that
they should not proceed to that website when they see an expired
certificate warning as they would if a friend had grabbed their wrist
before they jaywalked.

One way of addressing this problem is to have a secondary no-
tification channel that: (i) is used only to communicate important
cybersecurity warnings — so that users might learn to differen-
tiate alerts for urgent cybersecurity warnings versus other types
of alerts; and, (ii) can communicate threats affectively — so that
users might “feel” a potential threat in addition to seeing pertinent
information about the threat. More formally, we need a mechanism
of delivering cybersecurity warnings that helps bridge the gap be-
tween the presence of a cyber threat and the perception of that threat.
We hypothesize that affective haptics and interfaces [10, 16, 50]
can help bridge that gap. To explore this hypothesis, we present
Spidey Sense, a smartwatch wristband that alerts people to urgent
cybersecurity warnings through affective squeeze haptics. In short,
we designed Spidey Sense to be an affective, secondary channel
to deliver urgent cybersecurity warnings to end-users in varied
contexts: not just when a user is situated in front of a laptop screen,
but also when they are on-the-go, in a meeting, or interfacing with
a screenless device (e.g., a smart lock).

Historically, deploying a wearable device specifically for cyber-
security has been considered impractical. Cybersecurity is, for most
people, a secondary concern [13, 31, 36], and it is unlikely that a
typical end-user would purchase and wear a tangible apparatus
specifically for the purposes of improving their cybersecurity be-
haviors. However, smartwatches are increasingly popular andmany,
like the Apple Watch, have switchable wristbands. By developing a
smartwatch wristband that can produce an affective haptic effect
independent of the standard vibrotactile cues, we should be able
to improve the perception of cybersecurity warnings in a manner
that is both practical and deployable.

In designing Spidey Sense, we explored a wide spectrum of hap-
tics, e.g., providing electrical impulses and producing prickling
sensations using a robotic finger. Ultimately, we settled on “squeez-
ing” for three reasons. First, we drew inspiration from prior work in

psychology that found that people perceive a wrist squeeze as being
associated with the emotions of fear and surprise [12, 21, 22, 25].
Second, squeezing sensations are generally painless. Third, the me-
chanical and electrical components used to produce a squeezing
sensation can unobtrusively fit into a smartwatch wristband.

To explore the design space of wrist-mounted squeeze haptics
and converge on one that is empirically effective for urgent cyberse-
curity warnings, we employed a three-phased study methodology —
“Gen-Rank-Verify” — adapted from the “Find-Fix-Verify” crowd pro-
gramming pattern from prior work in HCI and haptics [5, 40]. For
the “Gen” phase, we recruited a small set of participants to indepen-
dently create a unique squeeze notification using a design GUI that
we constructed for manipulating the Spidey Sense wristband. For
the “Rank” phase, we recruited an additional 30 participants to rank
the initial set of squeeze notifications created in the previous phase,
through a randomly-bracketed tournament where they made a se-
ries of pairwise comparisons. Finally, for the “Verify” phase, we ran
a within-subjects experiment comparing the top-ranked squeeze
notification vis-a-vis a vibrotactile baseline control condition — i.e.,
the current state-of-the-art for communicating warnings through a
haptic channel. Through this three-part study, we converged on a
Spidey Sense cue — one with many large, rapid pressure pulses —
that was considered more appropriate than the vibrotactile baseline
for alerting users to urgent cybersecurity warnings. Examining
how psychological events are affected by squeeze haptics is beyond
the scope of this paper.

Our work has limitations: most notably, we do not account for
habituation effects, nor do we test Spidey Sense’s effect on user
behavior in the field. Nevertheless, our contributions should help
synchronize the research agendas of the affective computing and
usable security communities—a partnership we expect will become
increasingly important as computing, and the cybersecurity threats
it entails, further physicalizes. More concretely, we offer the follow-
ing contributions in this paper:

• We iteratively designed and developed a smartwatch wrist-
band that produces affective squeeze haptics to alert people
to urgent cybersecurity warnings.

• We employed a three-part study methodology, “Gen-Rank-
Verify”, to systematically explore an open-ended haptic de-
sign space for affective cybersecurity warnings. Through
this study, we show that cybersecurity warnings accompa-
nied with a Spidey Sense cue were rated as more appropriate
for urgent cybersecurity warnings than when they were
accompanied by a vibrotactile cue.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Improving Cybersecurity Warnings

through Design
Cybersecurity warnings have been extensively studied. To date, the
dominant thrust of this background work has focused on improving
visual communications. Akhawe et al. ran a field study to evaluate
the effectiveness of widely-used web browsers’ security warnings.
The authors found that while malware and phishing warnings
helped prevent some users from visiting malicious websites, many
users ignored the warnings outright [2]. Similarly, Sunshine et al.
found that people learned to ignore the visual cues of SSL security
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warnings [49]. Egelman et al. examined the effectiveness of visual
phishing warnings in web browsers and found that even though
security indicators did help some people heed phishing warning,
those warnings were still often ignored [14]. Beyond web browsers,
Felt et al. surveyed users on the effectiveness of Android’s permis-
sions system, finding that end-users often did not pay attention to
and had low comprehension of permission screens [18].

Prior work has also demonstrated the need for non-visual warn-
ing modalities. Micallef et al., for example, explored combinations
of modalities for smartphone notifications and found that people
preferred privacy notifications to be non-auditory and distinct from
other types of notifications [35]. Beyond user preference, Vance
et al. [51] found neurological evidence that non-essential notifica-
tions can blur with security warnings when distributed through
the same communication channels, further motivating the need to
communicate security and privacy information through distinct
notification channels. Yet, existing smartphones and smartwatches
are limited to visual, auditory, and conventional motor-based vi-
brotactile feedback—these channels are already overloaded and
associated with non-essential notifications.

Overcoming habituation — i.e., people’s tendency to be desensi-
tized to warnings over repeated exposures — is another key chal-
lenge in improving security and privacy warnings. Prior work
describes that people develop an automated response to ignore
security warnings as they repeatedly experience the same warning
cue [46, 47, 49]. Anderson et al. identify that providing variations of
feedback patterns—polymorphic warnings— could reduce people’s
habituation to security warnings [3].

While prior work has studied and improved the visual and infor-
mation communication of security warnings, there remains signifi-
cant room for improvement. Specifically, the combination of this
prior work suggests that existing warnings are often ignored by
end-users for two key reasons: (i) they are communicated via over-
saturated communication channels that users learn to ignore; and,
(ii) they are communicated rationally, not viscerally. We explore
affective haptics to help address both of these problems. To address
these two gaps, we explore the use of affective haptics to improve
security warning communication — a design space inspired but
under-explored by prior work.

2.2 Haptic Feedback in Wrist-worn Devices
Prior work in HCI has explored the incorporation of expressive
haptic feedback in wrist-worn devices. One recent approach is to
use tactile displays: Ion et al. implemented a tactile display in a
wrist-worn form factor to communicate a variety of information
via tactile messages [26], while Huang et al. use tactile displays to
afford new gaming and video experiences [24]. Moreover, Lee et al.
explored the use of air to provide non-contact tactile stimulation
for situations when contact between skin and a tactile display may
not be possible. [32].

Beyond tactile displays, other priorwork has exploredmechanically-
powered wrist-worn haptics. Leigh et al., for example, developed a
wrist-mounted robotic finger for mechanical hand augmentation
that enables synergistic interaction between a hand and machine
joints (e.g., notification with a gentle tap on a user’s hand) [34].
Other researchers have utilized wrist-mounted squeeze haptics for

different application areas: e.g., to enhance virtual reality expe-
riences [41] and help novice surgeons hone their surgical skills
[9].

Additionally, researchers have developed wrist-worn haptic de-
vices that provide on-skin electrotactile feedback. Pohl et al. de-
signed a wrist-worn haptic device that provides electric stimulation
on a skin to replicate itching sensation [42]. Withana et al. devel-
oped an on-skin tactile interface to provide electric stimuli to a
finger [54].

While prior work illustrates the promise of wrist-worn haptics
for a variety of application areas, the exploration of wrist-mounted
haptics to better communicate cybersecurity warnings remains
unexplored. In this work, we connect these two promising but
disparate thrusts of research.

2.3 Designing Haptic Feedback Patterns
Exploring the design space of haptic feedback patterns best suited
to a specific purpose remains a largely open problem, though prior
work provides pointers. Saket et al. experimented with various
smartphone vibration patterns to see which vibration pattern was
the most effective in alerting end users [44]. The authors designed
ten vibration patterns created with four signal types (e.g., short
vibration on/off, long vibration on/off) and asked participants to
choose the pattern best capturing urgency of notification. However,
Saket et al. did not do a systematic design space exploration of
possible vibration patterns — they designed the tested patterns
themselves. Obrist et al. introduced a method to systematically
explore and evaluate an open-ended design space of haptics with
distinct groups of participants [40]. We adapt and extend Obrist
et al.’s methodology to systematically explore the design space of
affective squeeze haptics for cybersecurity warnings.

2.4 Affective Haptics and Applications in
Cybersecurity

Physiological theories of emotion suggest that the sense of touch
communicates emotion — e.g., the sensation of being squeezed
can communicate anger, fear, sadness, and surprise to a person
[4, 21, 22]. Affective haptics is the study and design of devices that
take advantage of this fact to elicit, enhance, or influence users’
emotional state via their sense of touch [16, 50]. The design space
for affective haptics has been explored in various areas such as
gaming [28], anxiety and depression treatment [6], and assistive
communication technologies for children with autism [11]. Perhaps
most relevant for our purposes, the sensation of a wrist-squeeze is
highly linked to eliciting emotions of anger and fear [25].

To date, there has been relatively little cross-exploration of af-
fective haptics with efforts in cybersecurity. The most related prior
work come from works-in-progress that explore thermal feedback
as a way to improve a end-user’s security awareness. Wilson et al.
introduced thermal feedback as a new way to communicate web
browser security warnings to a user by examining the association
between people’s perception about temperature and the level of
security [53]. Furthermore, Napoli et al. discuss that the effect that
thermal stimulation has on an end-user’s cognition can help im-
prove their security awareness. Their preliminary findings suggest
that thermal stimulation could help communicate the security of
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TLS certificate to end-users. However, they also note that this ther-
mal feedback might confuse end-users because the heating pad
used to deliver the thermal warning may contain residual heat after
users navigate away from an insecure website [38]. Additionally,
Song et al. implemented a wrist wearable that provides thermal and
squeeze haptic feedback, and studied that thermal feedback was
more confusingly recognized than squeeze feedback [48].

Inspired by background literature in affective haptics, we explore
an alternative mechanism to deliver haptic cybersecurity warnings:
a wristband that produces programmable squeeze effects.

3 TARGET DESIGN SPACE OF SPIDEY SENSE
In the lexicon of Schaub et al.’s design space for privacy notifications,
we can think of Spidey Sense as a just-in-time (urgent), haptic,
non-blocking notification through a secondary channel readily
differentiable from other commonly used alert modalities [45]. More
generally, Spidey Sense helps address an old problem — that people
ignore cybersecurity warnings —with a new solution: a functioning,
deployable haptic notification apparatus that produces a novel,
squeezing haptic effect. In designing and evaluating Spidey Sense,
we build on prior work in haptics, tangible interaction, and usable
security to construct a deployable and practical form factor.

4 EXPLORATORY FORM FACTOR
EVALUATIONS

Inspired by its namesake,1 our top-level design consideration for
Spidey Sense was to create a practically deployable device that
produces affective haptic effects that alert people to urgent cy-
bersecurity warnings. We consider cybersecurity warnings to be
“urgent” when the risk of harm is severe and immediate user action
is necessary to mitigate harm.

We targeted “urgent” scenarios in which outright prevention of
potentially risky behavior may be paternalistic and inappropriate
(and doing so can result in users finding insecure workarounds or
becoming frustrated [1, 13]). For example, a user may be about to
install software with predatory data collection practices, or may
have navigated to a website that is known to distribute misinfor-
mation. In these situations, we want the user to be clearly aware
of the risk and facilitate a safer course of action, but want users to
retain agency.

These cybersecurity warnings typically occur on what Hong
calls a Tier 1 device [23] — i.e., devices that afford high interactivity
and require high computation and high user attention. For example,
laptops and smartphones are Tier 1 devices, while a Nest thermo-
stat is not. These Tier 1 devices typically collect large amounts
of sensitive data and offer federated access to other important ac-
counts (e.g., bank accounts). If these devices were compromised, a
large proportion of an individuals’ personal data and devices would
be compromised, in turn. Therefore, heeding urgent cybersecurity
warnings on these devices is critical.

1Spider-Man, a Marvel Comics superhero, has the ability to discover nearby danger
with his “spideysense.”

4.1 Selecting the Right Affective Haptic Type
and Form Factor

Tier 1 devices are typically not wearable, and thus have limited abil-
ity to provide direct haptic feedback. Historically, wearable devices
have been impractical for day-to-day cybersecurity applications
— they can be socially inappropriate and/or prohibitively expen-
sive, both of which are damning for any application that primarily
benefits a secondary concern, like cybersecurity [13, 31, 36]. How-
ever, smartwatches with interchangeable wristbands, like the Apple
Watch, are increasingly popular and socially acceptable [37]. More-
over, smartwatch wristbands are relatively cheap and are placed
directly on the skin. Accordingly, our key design insight is that
if we can create a smartwatch wristband that can deliver a no-
ticeable haptic effect and that is compatible, out-of-the-box, with
commercial smartwatches, we should be able to create a practically
deployable affective haptic system for cybersecurity warnings.

Inspired by prior work in affective haptics, we started by imple-
menting early prototypes of four competing designs that we hy-
pothesized would elicit a visceral response: (i) Symbiont: a robotic
finger that produces a programmable scratch [34]; (ii) Goosebumps:
an electrical impulse generator [42] that produces localized goose-
bumps; (iii) ModiFiber: a thread-based, artificial muscle actuator
that produces a light squeeze[19]; and, (iv) Mechanical: a linear
actuator that produces a programmable squeeze. To choose among
these four early form-factors we evaluated each prototype, in turn.

Symbiont.We first attempted to replicate a“creepy-crawly” ef-
fect — i.e., the acute repulsion that accompanies the sensation of an
insect crawling on one’s skin. Leigh et al. introduced the concept
of a “robotic symbiont”: i.e., a programmable robot finger as an
interactive agent [33, 34]. We adapted and modified the symbiont to
produce a rubbing or scratching sensation on one’s hand or wrist to
approximate the “creepy-crawly” effect. Ultimately, this form factor
was impractical for two reasons: first, it required bulky mechanics
that made it uncomfortable to wear; second, the robot finger is
intentionally obtrusive, reducing the situations in which it might
be socially acceptable.

Goosebumps. Goosebumps are involuntary skin bumps that
develop when a person experiences strong emotions. We next ex-
plored light electrical pulses to produce localized “goosebumps”,
inspired by prior work [42, 54]. Electrical pulse generators can be
space efficient: they require only conductive electrode pads that
make direct contact with the skin to provide noticeable electric
stimulation. However, in our early user tests, we found two miti-
gating concerns. First, if the electrode pads lose contact with skin,
the generated pulses are markedly less noticeable. Placed on the
wristband of a smartwatch, it is likely that the electrodes will shift
position and frequently break direct contact throughout the day.
Second, we found that the produced effect was inconsistent within
a user and across users: each individual has unique skin resistivity
and this resisitivity varies with perspiration[42, 54]. Skin resistivity,
in turn, impacted the noticeability of the electrical pulses.

ModiFiber & Mechanical Squeezes. Prior work on the com-
munication of emotion via touch suggests that people naturally
associate sudden “squeezes” as being associated with “anger”, “fear”
and “surprise.” [22]. In addition, Baumann et al. studied that such
emotions can be expressed through squeeze-haptics on a wrist [4].
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Figure 2: Assembly of Spidey Sense: (a) before assembly; (b) after assembly. Spidey Sense actuation: (c) initial status; (d) Spidey
Sense provides squeezing sensation when a gear on a servo motor rotates shortening the length of the wristband by 16.0mm
at the maximum; (e) Top view of the Spidey Sense device with a microcontroller (Microduino Core and Microduino BLE)

Accordingly, we next explored two different types of actuators to
produce a wrist squeeze—an artificial muscle and a servomotor. The
underlying principle behind both actuation methods is the same: an
adjustable length wrist band is constricted to produce a “squeeze”
and expanded to relax the “squeeze.” Recent prior work introduced
ModiFiber: an artificial muscle in the form of thin silicone-laced
threads that shrink when powered and return back to their original
shape without power [19]. We implemented ModiFiber and inter-
laced the shrinking threads in a silicone wristband, but found that
actuation was too slow and weak to be noticeable for our purposes
(5% thread length shrinkage rate for around 20 seconds). We then
tried a mechanical approach that we adopted and modified proto-
types introduced in prior work [4, 48]: specifically, we designed an
adjustable-length wristband that can be programatically shrunk or
expanded through a linear servo motor. Ultimately, we proceeded
with this fourth design because the mechanical servo motor can
produce a reliable and strong squeeze effect in a comfortable form-
factor that is small and unobtrusive.

5 SPIDEY SENSE — AN AFFECTIVE
WRISTBAND FOR URGENT
CYBERSECURITY WARNINGS

In order to produce a noticeable squeeze, Spidey Sense dynamically
adjusts the length of a smartwatch wristband. We implemented a
mechanical linear actuator using a servo motor to adjust the wrist-
band length. For the Spidey Sense device (Figure 2), we attached a
SG90 servo motor to a metal gear (McMaster-Carr, 14-1/2 Degree
Pressure Angle) that traverses over a PLA-based 3D-printed gear
rack. The motor is controlled via a microcontroller placed on the
servo motor. We tried two types of microcontrollers, Arduino Uno
and Microduino Core. Both microcontroller setups work similarly
in terms of motor control. The microcontroller, in turn, is pow-
ered by a USB cable connected to an external power source (in
practice, this would be the smartwatch). (Figure 2 (e)) At the ends
of both sides, we affixed a silicone smartwatch wristband (width
22mm) that users could wear on their wrist. We used this model

for our evaluations, but will show how we improved our design for
practical deployability and wearability in the Discussion section.

The length of the wristband is adjusted by the motor. As the
motor rotates clockwise or counter-clockwise, it pushes or pulls
the gear rack that is, in turn, attached to a lug that holds a silicone
strap connected to the full wristband. The gear rack’s actuation
range is 16.0mm (see Figure 2). Since each user has their own wrist
circumference and might wear their watch differently, the squeez-
ing pressure that Spidey Sense can produce can be different from
individual-to-individual. To reduce this variation, when putting on
the Spidey Sense wristband, the wristband should be fully fitted.

Note that our design is independent of any specific smartwatch
platform. In practice, any smartwatch could directly communicate
with the microcontroller that actuates the wristband.

6 EVALUATION
As Baumann et al. have studied that different emotions can be
elicited by varying patterns of squeeze haptics [4], our evaluation
was designed to examine if such squeeze affective haptics can be
applicable to alert users situated in our specific target scenarios
— i.e., for urgent cybersecurity warnings. Thus, we consider the
broader examination of how psychological events are affected by
squeeze haptics to be out-of-scope.

6.1 Study Design: "Gen-Rank-Verify"
The high-level objective of our study was to systematically explore
the design space of squeeze haptics in order to find a squeeze noti-
fication that improves people’s perception of urgent cybersecurity
warnings. To do so, we employed a three-part study we call “Gen-
Rank-Verify.” (Figure 3). Broadly, the goal of this three-part study
was to enlist three separate sets of participants to converge on
an affective wrist-squeeze pattern that was well-suited to a target
scenario.

We started by selecting two “grounding” videos that exemplified
the target scenarios for which we designed Spidey Sense. Then, we
primed participants to think about our target scenarios by having
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Figure 3: We used the “Gen-Rank-Verify” user study structure: (Part 1) Gen—Participants create their best squeezing pattern;
(Part 2) Rank—Participants rank patterns created by the participants in ’Find’; (Part 3) Verify—Participants evaluate the appro-
priateness of the top-ranked squeezing pattern of Spidey Sense and a smartwatch vibrotactile feedback for security warnings.

them watch those videos. In the “Gen” phase, one set of eight par-
ticipants independently generated squeeze notifications that they
believed would capture their attention if they found themselves in
the scenarios depicted in the grounding videos. In the “Rank” phase,
a second set of 30 participants rank-ordered these independently
generated notifications through a series of pairwise comparisons.
Finally, in the “Verify” phase, a third set of 10 participants compared
the appropriateness of the winning squeeze notification from the
previous phases against a vibrotactile baseline.

We drew inspiration of this study pattern from Bernstein et
al.’s ‘Find-Fix-Verify’ methodology that allow crowd worker col-
lectives to collaboratively edit word documents [5], and Obrist et
al.’s ‘Find-Fix-Verify’ methodology to design novel affective haptic
notifications [40]. Both methodologies were designed to system-
atically explore an open-ended design space with a clear fitness
function by leveraging the collective wisdom of many individu-
als. The “Gen-Rank-Verify” methodology shares many similarities
with “Find-Fix-Verify”, but we made a few adaptations to tailor the
methodology to the task of designing affective haptics for cyberse-
curity warnings.

First, since lab studies poorly approximate situations in which
users make cybersecurity decisions [8], we introduced a “priming”
step in which participants were shown emotionally visceral target
scenarios using grounding videos. Prior work suggests that video
(e.g., film excerpts, short vignettes) is an effective medium to help

viewers engage in scenes that approximate real-life situations [17,
27].

Second, whereas Obrist et al. had their “Rank” participants di-
rectly provide a total rank-order of all the haptic patterns their “Find”
participants generated [40], we asked participants to make pair-
wise comparisons in a tournament with randomly-ordered brackets
(shown in Figure 3). We made this modification because while it
is challenging for people to meaningfully compare eight squeeze
notifications simultaneously, it is relatively easy for them to com-
pare two options at a time and assess which of the two is better
suited to the target scenario. The tournament set-up with randomly-
ordered brackets afforded a total-order ranking without requiring
participants to assess all eight squeeze notifications simultaneously.

Third, while Obrist et al. had their “Verify” participants rate,
on an absolute scale, how well the top-ranked haptic notification
approximated an emotional sensation, we converted this phase into
a within-subjects experiment. In random order, our participants
rated the appropriateness of not only the top-ranked Spidey Sense
squeeze notification, but also a “control” vibrotactile notification
from a commodity smartwatch (Mobvoi Ticwatch E). This adapta-
tion allowed us to comparatively evaluate how our best performing
Spidey Sense squeeze notification performed relative to a realistic
baseline.

Finally, we renamed the “Find” phase to “Gen” to better capture
the idea that the first phase of the methodology involves partici-
pants engaging in a generation task.
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6.2 Study Procedure and Results
Details about each study phase will be described in the following
subsections. Our study protocol was reviewed and approved by an
Institutional Review Board.

6.2.1 Priming Target Scenarios With Grounding Videos. For each
of the three study phases — “Gen”, “Rank”, and “Verify” — an im-
portant first step was to have participants clearly understand an
example of the target scenarios for which they were designing or
assessing Spidey Sense squeeze notifications. To do so, we showed
participants one or two “grounding” videos that exemplified target
scenarios for which we would expect Spidey Sense to help with in
practice.

For the laptop use-case, we created an abridged version of the
Black Mirror 2 episode “Shut Up and Dance”. In short, the video
illustrates the perils of installing untrusted software on one’s laptop;
the main character installs malware disguised as an anti-virus,
which affords remote attackers full access to his system that they
then use to blackmail him.

For the smartphone use-case, we found a news report from the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation detailing the perils of blanket
permission-granting for Android apps. In the video, journalists ask
unwitting pedestrians to install a custom app they had developed
that could track users’ locations, read message histories and access
their phone cameras. The journalists met these pedestrians a few
days later for a follow-up, showing them the extent of the data the
app was capable of collecting. The intention of the news report
was to alert the general public of the importance of being vigilant
about the permissions one grants to smartphone apps. Both of
the grounding videos we showed participants are provided in the
supplementary materials.

6.2.2 Gen - Generating Task-Appropriate Squeeze Notifications. To
find a squeeze notification suitable for improving people’s aware-
ness of urgent cybersecurity warnings, it was first necessary to
systematically explore the design space of squeeze notifications
that Spidey Sense could produce. In the “Gen” study, we recruited
participants to independently design novel squeeze notifications
that they believed would capture their attention if they found them-
selves in a scenario depicted in the grounding videos. Below, we
outline the high-level procedure participants ran through.

Design GUI: To facilitate participants’ generation of these squeeze
notifications, we created a simple GUI to manipulate the Spidey
Sense wristband along the three configurable parameters — pres-
sure over time, periodicity and infinite / finite repetition (Figure 4).
By default, the parameters were set as minimal pressure over time
and infinite repetition.

The GUI displayed a 2D line graph where the x and y axes repre-
sented time and squeezing pressure, respectively. This line graph
represented the “pressure over time” parameter. Participants could
manipulate this graph to vary how strongly the wristband squeezed
their wrist through a repeatable one-second sequence. The one-
second sequence was split into 20 contiguous buckets representing
50 ms each. Participants could alter the position of the graph in the
y-axis for any of these 50 ms buckets; raising or lowering the line

2Black Mirror is a Netflix television show in which each episode depicts a human-
interest story in a technology-fueled dystopia.

would increase or decrease the pressure applied at that interval,
respectively. Participants could have the full one-second sequence
repeat infinitely or could manually specify the number of repeti-
tions. To facilitate manipulation of the interface, participants used
a touch screen to directly draw a pressure-over-time graph into
the interface. We included a video figure in the supplementary
materials to demonstrate how the Design GUI works, in practice.

Tutorial and Interface Exploration: We created a tutorial video
explaining all of the design interface affordances. The tutorial video
is provided in the supplementary materials. After watching this
tutorial video, participants were given 5minutes to familiarize them-
selves with the interface by trying to adjust the three parameters
before we proceeded to the next step.

Grounding Videos: We next showed participants the grounding
videos described above.

Designing Custom Squeeze Notifications: Participants were then
asked to design a squeeze notification that would best capture their
attention if they were in a situation analogous to the ones depicted
in our grounding videos. Once they finalized their custom squeeze
notification, we asked them to save the pattern. If they later wanted
to change this pattern, they were able to create and save a new one.

While participants were designing their notifications, we had
them think out-loud to gain insight into their design process.

Recruitment and Compensation: We recruited participants by
placing flyers advertising our study around our institution. Partici-
pants who completed the study were offered $5 in the form of an
Amazon gift card.

6.2.3 Gen - Results. We recruited eight participants for the “Gen”
phase (mean age: 25.6; four female; mean smartwatch experience
years: 2).

The pressure-over-time graphs of the squeeze notifications that
our participants generated are shown in Figure 4 (b). Each partici-
pant created their own pattern from scratch without being primed
by any reference patterns. In analyzing participants in-process
thoughts, we found that three factors influenced their designs: large
pressure differentials, rapid pressure changes, and irregular pat-
terning.

First, several participants found that large pressure differentials
helped make the squeeze notification more obvious (P1, P5, P7).
Intuitively, this makes sense: adjacent sensations with high con-
trast tend to be more noticeable (e.g., a hot shower on a cold day).
In addition, several participants articulated that rapidly changing
the amount of pressure that the wristband applied would be more
noticeable. P1 and P2, for example, opted for short-period designs
that repeated as frequently as possible. P3, P4, and P6 created front-
loaded patterns with rapid pressure changes at the beginning to at-
tract a potential user’s attention quickly. Third, several participants
designed irregular patterns to mitigate habituation. However, each
participant integrated irregularity in their own way. For example,
P1 added a slight variation towards the end of an otherwise regular
pattern. P4 considered irregularity the most important design factor
and integrated it throughout the entire pattern. P8 designed for
irregularity by adjusting the pressures at each peak of an otherwise
regular pattern.
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Figure 4: (a) Design GUI used in “Gen”—a user creates their own best squeezing pattern by adjusting pressure over time, peri-
odicity, and infinite / finite repetition; (b) Squeezing patterns (over one second) designed by the “Gen” phase participants—all
the participants chose to have their squeeze notifications repeat indefinitely.

Additionally, some participants drew external inspiration in de-
signing their squeeze notifications. For instance, P1 tried to approx-
imate an ambulance’s siren sound. P6 designed a a slow ramp-up in
pressure to imply a heightening risk the longer one delays action.
We note that all participants chose to have their squeeze notifi-
cations repeat infinitely, rather than selecting a finite number of
repetitions.

6.2.4 Rank - Finding the best squeeze notification. With eight dis-
tinct squeeze notifications in hand, we next needed to assess which
of these would be best suited to the task of alerting people to ur-
gent cybersecurity warnings. In the “Rank” study, we approached
this problem through a series of pairwise comparisons. While it is
easier for an individual to compare two haptic notifications at a
time than eight, we also could not have each participant do every
possible pairwise comparison — that would require each partici-
pant to make

(8
2
)
= 28 comparisons. Instead, we arranged the eight

squeeze notifications in random order and had participants make
seven pairwise comparisons in a tournament. Below, we outline the
high-level procedure in sequence.

Tournament Structure and Scoring: We randomly arranged our
eight squeeze notifications into a tournament structure with three
rounds. The random arrangement ensured that ordering effects did
not influence the outcome. There were four brackets in the first
round, two brackets in the second round, and one bracket in the
third. Thus, each participant made only seven pairwise comparisons
in total. Each bracket pit two of the squeeze notifications against
each other in a pairwise competition, i.e., participants had to evalu-
ate which of the twowasmore appropriate to our target scenarios as
primed by the grounding videos. The winner of a bracket advanced
to the next round, where it would be placed against the winner
of a different bracket from the previous round. The tournament
concluded after the third round.

Each participant experienced a randomly-bracketed tournament:
i.e., the squeeze notifications that were pit against each in the first
round were randomly selected without replacement from the eight
squeeze notifications generated in the “Gen” study. Participants
were not told that the pairwise comparisons they were making
were ordered in a tournament structure.

We tallied the total “wins” each pattern had across all pairwise
competitions, and ranked the notifications from best to worst.

Tournament GUI: We designed a GUI tool that led participants
through the tournament bracket (Figure 5 (a)). The GUI presented
participants with a sequence of squeeze notification pairs, each

of which represented a bracket in the tournament. For each pair,
a participant was shown a screen with two buttons. Each button
represented one of the two haptic notifications in the bracket. Par-
ticipants could click on a button to “experience” its assigned haptic
effect. In each round, participants were asked to select which of
the two notifications was better for the target scenario presented
in the grounding video. We included a video figure to demonstrate
the Tournament GUI in the supplementary materials.

To ensure that participants experienced both haptic effects in a
bracket before selecting a winner, the system required participants
to try both squeeze notifications before making a selection and
imposed a 30-second delay before allowing participants to select a
winner. The delay was meant to provide participants with enough
time to think about which of the two squeeze notifications was
better suited to the target scenario.

Tutorial Video: We prepared a short tutorial video explaining
the tournament GUI. Participants first watched this video to famil-
iarize themselves with the interface. This video is provided in the
supplementary materials.

Grounding Video: We next showed participants the “grounding
video.” In contrast to the ‘Gen’ session, we showed participants only
the Black Mirror grounding video. We made this decision partially
because showing both grounding videos would take 10 minutes,
which was too long for on-the-spot recruitment. Moreover, the
Black Mirror grounding video was framed as a personal narrative,
which better captured our target scenarios.

Tournament: After watching the grounding video, participants
then used our Tournament GUI to make the pairwise comparisons
in their randomly bracketed tournament. Their goal for each of
the seven comparisons was to pick the squeeze notification that
they believed would better capture their attention if they found
themselves in a scenario similar to the one in the grounding video.

Recruitment and Compensation: We recruited participants in two
ways: (1) through flyers promoting our study around our institution,
and (2) by setting up a booth in a well trafficked building in our
institution and canvassing. Participants recruited via canvassing
were able to complete the study directly at the booth. Participants
could enter a raffle to win 20 USD in the form of a Amazon gift card
as compensation, though study participation was not mandatory
to enter the raffle.

6.2.5 Rank - Result. We recruited 30 participants for the “Rank”
study (mean age: 28.8; 13 female with one participant not providing
gender; mean smartwatch experience years: 0.68).
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Figure 5: (a) Tournament GUI used in “Rank”—participants were presented with a squeeze notification pair sequence; (b) A
group of participants in “Rank” stage ranked the notifications created by the first group of participants in “Gen” stage from
best to worst. We show the squeeze notification pattern voting result in the ’Rank’ session

We refer to each of the eight “Gen” squeeze notifications by the
participant, in the “Gen” study, who created it. Figure 5 (b) shows
the total scores. We awarded one point for each bracket win: i.e.,
3 points to the top ranked pattern, 2 points to the first runner-
up, and 1 point to the rest of semi-finalists. P1’s squeeze design
obtained the most points (51 points) by far, followed distantly by
squeeze patterns designed by P2 and P8 (both gained 33 points).
The winning pattern, P1’s squeeze pattern, is an infinitely repeating
pattern that has 4 large pressure peaks followed by rapid decreases
in pressure, and a more irregular, smaller pressure peak at the end.
In other words, the winning pattern pulsed intensely and quickly.

The results also show that squeeze patterns created by P2, P8,
and P5, which are the tied for second and fourth, respectively, in
overall rank were similar. P2’s squeeze pattern had five repetitions
of small pressure pulses. Both of the squeeze patterns designed by
P5 and P8 consisted of four large pressure pulses. The less successful
patterns had fewer than four repetitions. It seems, therefore, that
squeezing patterns with rapid pressure pulses are better suited for
alerting people to cybersecurity warnings.

6.2.6 Verify - Comparatively evaluating the best squeeze notification
vs. a vibrotactile baseline. While the tournament setup helped us
find the best squeezing pattern among the eight patterns with which
we initially started, we next wanted to quantitatively evaluate if
this “best” pattern was actually “good” compared to an established
vibrotactile baseline. We define a “good” pattern as one that is
deemed, by end-users, to be appropriate for our target scenarios.

Setup: We asked participants to evaluate two conditions: (i) a
control condition in which participants experienced vibrotactile
feedback; and, (ii) a treatment condition in which participants expe-
rienced the top-ranked squeeze notification from the “Rank” study.
For the control condition, we used aMobvoi Ticwatch E smartwatch
that provided a vibrotactile notification (500-ms vibration). We sent
the notification via Firebase Cloud Messaging. We only chose the
vibrotactile as our baseline because Spidey Sense is designed as
a secondary communication channel to communicate cybersecu-
rity warnings to cover various situations including a case where a
user may not engage with visual information from a screen (e.g.,
walking) and/or with auditory feedback (e.g., in a meeting). Thus,

evaluating Spidey Sense only for specific cases where a user can
engage with visual or auditory feedback where we could potentially
choose visual and auditory notifications as the evaluation baselines
for the evaluation is out of our scope in this paper. For the treatment
condition, since the top-ranked squeeze notification is an infinitely
repeating pattern, the repeating squeeze pattern was provided until
a participant started to rate.

Grounding Video: Participants watched the Black Mirror “Shut
Up and Dance” abridged episode that we spliced.

Evaluation - Spidey Sense and Vibrotactile Feedback: We ran a
within-subjects experiment with two conditions. We had partic-
ipants experience both the “best” Spidey Sense pattern from the
“Verify” study and a vibrotactile notification, in counterbalanced or-
der: i.e., five participants were randomly selected to evaluate Spidey
Sense first, and the other five evaluated the Tic Watch’s default
vibrotactile notification first. Then, we had participants rate, on a
Likert scale, the appropriateness of both the squeeze notification
and the vibrotactile feedback for the scenario in the video (1 - really
inappropriate, 3 - neutral, 5 - really appropriate).

Recruitment and Compensation: We advertised our study by
placing flyers around our institution to recruit participants. We
offered participants $5 USD in the form of an Amazon gift card if
they completed the study.

We hypothesized that Spidey Sense would be rated as more
appropriate for alerting people to urgent security warnings than
the vibrotactile baseline.

6.2.7 Verify - Result. We recruited 10 participants (mean age: 25.2,
three female, mean smartwatch experience years: 0.4). We ana-
lyzed the results with a random-intercepts Poisson regression. The
dependent variable was participants’ Likert scale evaluation of
“appropriateness”, i.e., an integer value between 1 to 5. The indepen-
dent variable was the condition that participants rated: Spidey Sense
or vibrotactile. We used a Poisson regression because the Poisson
distribution better approximates count data and integer-dependent
variables [20]. We incorporated a random-intercepts term to ac-
count for repeated observations (each user provided two ratings,
one for Spidey Sense and one for vibrotactile, in our within-subjects
design).
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Ratings 1 2 3 4 5

Vibration 4 4 1 1 0
Spidey Sense 0 1 0 6 3

Table 1: The number of ratings for smartwatch vibration and
Spidey Sense’s squeezing sensation for the evaluation of the
appropriateness of each haptic pattern for security warning
communication

Coefficient p-value

Spidey Sense
vs. Vibrotactile 2.20 0.001 **

Table 2: Coefficients for a Poisson regressionmodel compar-
ing the Spidey Sense and a commodity Smartwatch. The re-
sult of this formative study shows the potential that Spidey
Sense can be an appropriate communication channel for ur-
gent security warnings.

The results of our analysis are shown in Table 2. Coefficients
represent the estimated difference in how participants rated the
“appropriateness” of Spidey Sense to our target scenario, compared
to the vibrotactile baseline. The random intercept accounts for the
fact that each individual might have a different baseline rating. The
results show that participants found Spidey Sense to be signifi-
cantly more appropriate for urgent cybersecurity warnings than
the vibrotactile control (b = 2.20, p < 0.001). More specifically, the
model estimates that Spidey Sense is, on average, rated 2.20 points
higher on the 5-point appropriateness Likert scale.

7 DISCUSSION
We implemented and evaluated a novel haptic notification sys-
tem, Spidey Sense, designed to be better suited to the task of alert-
ing users of urgent cybersecurity warnings. Through our “Gen-
Rank-Verify” study, we systematically explored the design space
of squeeze notifications for cybersecurity warnings, and found em-
pirical evidence confirming that participants found Spidey Sense
to be more appropriate for alerting people to urgent cybersecurity
warnings than a vibrotactile baseline.

Spidey Sense illustrates the potential of exploring wearable, affec-
tive haptics to improve people’s awareness of urgent cybersecurity
warnings. Advances in tangible interaction and haptic technologies
have historically been considered impractical for applications in
usable security but, with the increasing market penetration of on-
body wearable devices, this assumption of impracticality may no
longer hold. With Spidey Sense, we show that it should be possible
to tap into the rich design space of tangible interaction and haptic
notifications to create end-user cybersecurity systems that are more
aligned with people’s corporeal threat perception.

To date, there has been relatively limited exploration of affec-
tive haptics in the context of improving cybersecurity warnings.
Our work can serve as a bridge to encourage future collaborations
between usable security, affective haptics, and tangible computing
researchers.

7.1 Design Implications, Limitations, and
Future Work

We will discuss the design implications, limitations, and considera-
tions of our work that should shape future work.

7.1.1 Deployability. We took some liberties in creating the Spidey
Sense proof-of-concept, but have refined our design to work with
existing Apple Watches. Figure 6 shows a Spidey Sense prototype
that we integrated with an Apple Watch Series 2. In our refined de-
sign, we use two tiny linear servo motors (GS-1502), which reduced
the overall height of the actuation module to 9.8mm (Figure 1).
Additionally, we integrated a customized board design based on
nRF52832 (Bluetooth Low Energy and Arm Cortex-M4 CPU) that
communicates with iOS and has a rechargeable lithium polymer
(150mAh) battery, which allows Spidey Sense to be fully untethered
and deployable. In the future, if there comes to exist a stronger
thread actuator than ModiFiber, we could reduce the size even
further [19].

Power consumption is another important consideration for de-
ployability. Spidey Sense needs a stable power source to produce a
squeeze effect. This could be solved by having one’s smartwatch
directly power the actuator, though the smartwatch battery would
drain more quickly. In practice, however, the power requirements
should be minimal. For example, the GS-1502 servo motor used for
the Spidey Sense deployable module consumes idle current 32mA at
a 4.2V supply, which is marginal relative to the battery capacity of
modern smartwatches (e.g., Apple Watch Series 2 42mm’s battery
capacity is 334mAh). Moreover, integrating an additional tiny Li-Po
battery could extend battery lifespan.

In cases where a separate device is impossible or impractical for
users to procure, it may be possible to use the existing hardware
in commodity smartwatches to produce a similar effect. For in-
stance, Apple’s expressive Taptic engine has been used to produce
a granular vibrotactile guide that helps people take calming deep
breaths through their “Breathe” app. It should be possible, then, to
implement a vibrotactile equivalent of our best performing squeeze
notification (where instead of squeezes, we deliver vibrations) us-
ing the Taptic engine. In future work, we intend to comparatively
evaluate Spidey Sense vis-a-vis the Taptic engine in a lab evaluation.

7.1.2 Gen-Rank-Verify: A Methodology for Exploring and Evalu-
ating Haptic Feedback for Cybersecurity Warnings. In the process
of designing our evaluation methodology, we found a gap in the
existing literature: there was little guidance on how to systemati-
cally explore a new haptic design space for cybersecurity warnings.
Rather, we had to assemble together best practices from the broader
HCI, tangible interaction and usable privacy and security literature.
This synthesis is a minor contribution unto itself.

For our study, we followed the general “Find-Fix-Verify” study
structure that Bernstein et al. [5] introduced and that Obrist et
al. [40] utilized to explore similarly open-ended design spaces in
word processing and haptic expression of emotions, respectively.
We made three key adaptations that we believe make our adapted
methodology more suited to the cybersecurity warning context.

First, cybersecurity threats are abstract, adding a layer of com-
plexity to the task of getting lay-users to design affective notifi-
cations that are meant to capture high-arousal emotions [40]. To
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Figure 6: Spidey Sense wristband can be integrated with an Apple Watch: (a) Spidey Sense wristband integrated with an Apple
Watch 2 keeps still if there is no important notification; (b) The Spidey Sense wristband provides squeeze haptics when an
important notification arrives.

address this complexity, we showed participants emotionally vis-
ceral grounding videos.

Second, to rank the haptic designs that were generated in the
“Gen” phase, we utilized a series of pairwise comparisons in a
randomly-bracketed tournament. Obrist et al., in contrast, asked
participants to provide a total rank order simultaneously [40]. A
key benefit of our approach is that people can make more reliable
assessments of haptic sensations when comparing one sensation
vs. another. In contrast, it is much more difficult to comparatively
evaluate more than two distinct haptic sensations simultaneously.
A challenge with this approach, however, is scalability — every
additional design introduced in the “Gen” phase requires many
more pairwise comparisons.

Third, for the “Verify” phase, we ran a counterbalanced, con-
trolled experiment. This adaptation affords a more rigorous evalua-
tion of the novel haptic sensation against an established baseline.
Prior approaches used the “Verify” phase to examine if the “Fix”
phase results were good on an absolute scale. Our approach affords
this evaluation, as well as if the new haptic sensation is “more
appropriate” than existing approaches.

7.1.3 Ecological Validity, Habituation and Future Directions. Spidey
Sense is an instantiation of a broader class of affective haptics that
motivates end-user responses to security warnings, which can help
catalyze a new direction of cybersecurity research. However, as
with any study, ours had limitations that should be considered in
contextualizing our findings.

A limitation of the present work is that we have yet to run studies
to examine the system’s usability and effectiveness “in the wild.”
Doing so will be our key focus moving forward.

Prior work suggests that informing participants that they are
participating in a security-related study might affect their natural
behavior responsive to security warnings [7, 8, 15, 29, 30]. Accord-
ingly, in-lab studies are difficult to run without employing com-
plicated deception schemes. Field studies, in contrast, can afford
more ecologically valid data but at the cost of control. People may
encounter just one urgent cybersecurity warning every month “in
the wild.” Moreover, detecting which cybersecurity warnings might
be “urgent” is a challenge in and of itself.

Another key limitation of the present work is that we did not test
Spidey Sense’s resilience to habituation effects. Prior work suggests

that people become habituated to cybersecurity warnings: as they
are repeatedly exposed to the same warning, they gradually learn
to ignore it [46, 47, 49]. As we did not test repeated exposures to
Spidey Sense, it is presently unclear how its effect varies over time.
Prior work provides an evidence that varying squeeze patterns of
Spidey Sense may reduce habituation since a variety of squeeze
patterns can be designed on Spidey Sense. While polymorphic
warnings have been studied as a way to reduce habituation by
repeatedly varying warning appearance [3], our intention with
Spidey Sense design was to explore an entirely different channel
of communication that is not overloaded by non-security related
alerts. The two approaches, thus, should be able to complement
one another.

Lastly, in our evaluation, we evaluated Spidey Sense only com-
pared to a vibrotactile notification, considering that Spidey Sense
is designed for a variety of cases including the cases that disallow
users to engage with visual (e.g., walking) or auditory notifications
(e.g., in a meeting). However, in practice, the available notification
types could differ depending on context, and in the controlled setup,
it would be challenging to replicate such various cases where we
may need to choose a different set of baselines.

As a first step towards addressing these challenges, we are work-
ing with industry partners to explore a field deployment of Spidey
Sense. The industry partners, with their more comprehensive data,
will handle the “urgent warning detection” problem. We will handle
the “urgent warning delivery” problem with Spidey Sense. We hope
to evaluate the Spidey Sense’s usability and effectiveness in practice
via this collaboration.

8 CONCLUSION
We introduced and evaluated Spidey Sense, a smartwatch wristband
that produces programmable squeeze notifications to alert users
to urgent cybersecurity warnings. We made two key contributions
with this work. First, we designed and implemented a functional
smartwatch wristband that can produce a novel, wrist-squeeze
haptic sensation. Second, we utilized a three-part “Gen-Rank-Verify”
study methodology to find an optimal wrist-squeeze notification
that users deemed to be more appropriate for our target scenarios
than a vibrotactile baseline. Our work provides initial evidence that
Spidey Sense’s squeeze haptics are more appropriate for urgent
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cybersecurity warnings than a standard vibrotactile baseline. These
contributions, in turn, should serve as a stepping stone towards
a fruitful interdisciplinary research agenda at the intersection of
tangible computing, affective haptics and usable security.
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